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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In the low hills of Massachusetts and in bogs around the world, there’s a brand with a distinguished history. This is the story of a 
brand that has sustained 88 years of steadfastness to heritage, health, and taste. A brand that has become the world’s leading 
producer of cranberries. A brand that puts its farmers first.
 
That same brand now finds itself stuck in a bog.
 
Ocean Spray is a household name, no doubt about it. But just like Millard Fillmore or taxes, how much does the target really 
know about them? Ocean Spray is the name on the can of sauce at Thanksgiving dinner and on Mom’s breakfast juice, but the 
awareness ends there.
 
There is a parallel tale of our Millennial target. As they grew from kids into careers, Ocean Spray grew, as well. No longer offering 
just Thanksgiving and juice staples, the brand now produces fresh takes on fruits with products like Fruit Clusters, Sparkling 
Cranberry Juice, and Pact®. We must show the target that the story of Ocean Spray fits into the continuous waves of their day 
and the tides of their taste.
 
And we will.
How?
It’s only a page away.

CAMPAIGN OBJECTIVES
1. Generate a 7%+ increase in brand equity among 
    the Millennial audience.

2. Grow household penetration by 0.5% among      
    Millennials over the next two years. 



RESEARCH
You’ve given us the cream of the crop: authenticity, transparency, unmatched taste... all that and a cranberry on top. 
Now, after months of churning, sifting, and delving into our target, we’ve harvested quite a bit of research. 

A TALE OF TWO INDUSTRIES
The cranberry is Ocean Spray’s ruby gem, but they don’t wear a one-jeweled crown. Their vastly differentiated product line 
shows that Ocean Spray lives in two industries: juice and food.

1. JUICE
The juice industry is highly concentrated – and we’re not 
talking about frozen cans. This 12 billion dollar industry is 
slowly shrinking, losing 2.5% of sales since 2012.[9] Giant 
companies like PepsiCo, Coca-Cola, and Campbell’s dominate 
the division.

In this ring, who’s coming out on top? The rise of cold-
pressed juices, low-sugar energy drinks, and cold brew 
coffee has challenged juices to add value and functionality. 
Millennials report that above all else, functionality is essential.
[7] The target is demanding purpose and taste – this either/or 
business won’t cut it. 

2. FOOD
In the past five years, dried fruit has grown into a 4.1 billion 
dollar industry.[2] There isn’t the consolidation that we see in 
juices, but there is still the risk of getting crushed by raisins or 
making a costly mistake that bumps market share to someone 
else. Dried fruit is overshadowed by raisins and prunes, which 
make up 78% of the industry.[2] The mighty cranberry is only 
left with a tiny piece of the pie to champion.

That leaves us with the other food category: cranberry sauce. 
Cranberry sauce is a staple in the American holiday tradition, 
and Ocean Spray is the commanding brand, monopolizing 70% 
of holiday sauce sales.[2] They’re robust in the sauce category, 
so sauce is not a focus for this campaign.

...but it wasn’t the worst of times.

Now, a single brand is ready to reclaim both of these worlds. 
With the widest product variety among competitors, Ocean 
Spray has products for every situation and a trusted brand 
name that cuts across the aisles to unite and fuel every part 
of the day. With so much to do and prove, Ocean Spray alone 
rises to the challenge. 
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IN-DEPTH INTERVIEWSSURVEY RESPONDENTS

The results we found grew our findings about emerging trends for Millennials and resurfaced truths about Ocean Spray, 
ultimately leading to the company’s best next direction.

It wasn’t the best of times…

Despite the many contenders fighting for the crown, 
Ocean Spray has the right to the throne. 

From sunup to sundown (and dusk to dawn) no 
other competitor is in both the juice and dried 
fruit aisle as comprehensively as Ocean Spray. 

You own the day and night, in both industries. 

WHAT THE BOG BOILS DOWN TO

COMPETITION

SAUCE
Private Labels

Despite the private label competition, Ocean Spray is 
the market leader in cranberry sauce: a once-a-year, 
turkey-paired side that is rarely used by our target. 

DRIED FRUITS 
Sun-Maid - Sunsweet - Mariani

Wading in from the tides of juices is the competition 
among dried fruit. Raisins dominate the market. In this 
growing industry, brands fight to claim the increasing 
space through new dried fruit products and recipes. 

NEW KIDS ON THE BLOCK 
Bai - Naked - Odwalla - Simply

These new contenders have one mission: aggressively 
target Millennials. They’re all about trendy packaging 
and positioning. With only beverages, they’ve 
pigeonholed themselves in the bigger story of what 
fruit has to give.

ESTABLISHED BRANDS 
Mott’s - Tropicana - V8 - Welch’s

Like Ocean Spray, these brands have been American 
staples since Scotch® tape, holding true to the test of 
time. Their various juices are mostly morning-geared 
and their snacks are primarily kid-oriented.
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BRAND

STUCK IN THE BOG
But sometimes devotion isn’t everything. Ocean Spray’s current household penetration 
amongst the target is 4% lower than the national average, and 80% of their core consumers 
are aged 45 years and older.[13] They’re just treading water, but it’s not for lack of trying.

PRODUCT ADVANTAGE
Ocean Spray is sensing the changing world and evolving its offerings. They have their classic 
three  (juice, sauce, and Craisins®) and a whole line of other products: deliciously crafted Fruit 
Clusters, sparkling drinks, and just about every type of fruit juice you can think of. The shame 
of it is that, apart from the classic three, the target is oblivious to any of their other creations.

Through the thick and thin of 88 years, Ocean Spray has not only maintained its heritage, but 
blossomed in it, with their devotion to the three pillars.[13]

UNANIMOUS ASSOCIATION

INFORMATION DEFICIENCY

AWARENESS SUPPLEMENT

We wanted to know what the target truly thinks about the Ocean Spray brand. In interviews, 
we asked a simple question, “What comes to mind when you think of Ocean Spray?”. We got 
one word over and over again: cranberries. With very little variation in answers, we thought 
we might be onto something. We flipped it around and asked which brand they most associate 
with cranberries. When participants consistently responded with Ocean Spray, it became clear 
that “Ocean Spray” and “cranberries” are interchangeable.[15]

Ocean Spray has products to satisfy the fast-paced Millennial, but they’re currently sitting in 
our target’s blind spot. We need a campaign that refreshes Ocean Spray in the minds of 
consumers and shows that these natural products are just as on-the-go as our target. A 
fixture in their homes since childhood, Ocean Spray has already staked the target’s trust. In a 
generation that is constantly double checking its sources, there’s nothing more comforting 
than a fireside chat about a brand they know.

Did you know that Ocean Spray offers all the products I 
just described?

What kinds of products did you associate with Ocean 
Spray before this interview?

“No, I didn’t.” - Scott M.

“Just cranberry juice.” - Jana L.

are not aware of trail mix. are not aware of Sparkling Fruit Juice.

are not aware of Fruit Clusters. are not aware of Pact®.

From the original trio to 
each farmer in the co-op 
today, everyone is a grower.

HERITAGE
There’s no denying health 
benefits like antioxidants
and Vitamin C which
cleanse and purify.

HEALTH
In a few words: 
uncompromised, 
tart, ownable, and 
authentic.

TASTE

89% 93%

94% 99.2%

Everyone knows who they are, 
but they don’t know all they have to offer.

Through interviews and pantry visits, we found that Millennials are buying the products 
Ocean Spray offers, such as trail mix and sparkling beverages... just not Ocean Spray’s. Most 
Millennials didn’t know Ocean Spray made many of their favorite snacks and drinks, according 
to our survey results.[18]

In-depth interviews 
verified the target’s lack of 
product awareness.[15]

A heaping product line that fits into the rhythms of a Millennial’s day, a dollop of earned trust, 
a gallon of great taste, and a dash of fresh voice:

This is a recipe for brand switching at its finest.

=
=
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From the food they eat 
to the clothes they wear, 
ethical and transparent 
practices are a must.

AUTHENTICITY
Busy, Busier, Busiest. 
Their constantly 
moving world needs a 
dose of easy.

CONVENIENCE
Craving refreshment 
isn’t just for the 
food they eat, but 
for every part of life.

REFRESHING

Our target isn’t satisfied with the status quo. They’re ambitious. Millennials are the age group 
most likely to want to own a business, and they are 50% more likely than other age groups to 
want to be at the top of their career.[16] Cookie cutter career path, where? Glass ceiling, who?

UNSATIATED 

COINCIDENTLY, OUR TARGET HAS 
THREE PILLARS OF THEIR OWN:

UNQUENCHABLE
But, hey, it’s not all about the rat race. They’re a fun bunch. They want to take risks and like 
to stand out in the crowd.[16] They want to try things that no one else has. They’re going 
through each day with eyes locked on their goal: to get that promotion, to reach the finish line, 
to see the world– and nothing is going to stop them. 

UNSTOPPABLE
Clearly, they’re trying to do it all. Millennials are busy and need convenience. Having a hard 
time carving out time for the grocery store, Millennials survive off of versatile snacks.[11] Lucky 
for us, Ocean Spray offers products that appeal to this snacking lifestyle.

UNMATCHED
Taste is the #1 factor in food purchasing decisions.[11] We know that Millennials value 
authenticity in brands they invite into their homes.[6] When you taste Ocean Spray, you know 
you’re getting the great flavor of real cranberries, straight from the hands of farmers. 

UNDEFINED
Undeniably, health is a concern for Millennials. But what does that mean? Exercise? Eating 
right? Many in the target perceive themselves as being healthy, but don’t exercise regularly 
or eat a healthy diet, apart from avoiding added sugar.[11] With its loose interpretation, the 
perception of health seems more important than health itself. One thing is clear though: 
tart taste is synonymous with health across the board, and no one owns the cranberry’s tart 
taste like Ocean Spray.[4]

“If I know it has added sugar, I refuse to buy it.” 
 - Shelby H.[15]

In addition to our juice bar, we found in pantry 
visits and interviews that the word “refreshing” 
meant more than just taste.[15] With their busy 
lifestyle, Millennials crave refreshing moments.

They refresh with snacks to recharge themselves.

They refresh their Internet pages.

They refresh their looks with new haircuts and 
clothes.

Now, it’s time for Ocean Spray to do the same. 

UNDENIABLY REFRESHING

UNCOMPROMISING
It’s not enough to do it all, they need to have it all too. Millennials need products that are 
convenient and authentic. In a hands-on research activity, we asked participants to build their 
own perfect juice in our Ideal Juice Bar. Without prompting them, they chose elements that 
Ocean Spray already has. In addition, almost all of them wanted drinks that were sweet, thirst- 
quenching, natural, and refreshing. A real photo from the research activity is featured below.

Overall, refreshing was the #1 chosen option.[8]  If it’s 
not refreshing, what’s the point?

TARGET

RESEARCH 4
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The need to refresh is key 
to the Millennial lifestyle.

SEGMENTS

KEY INSIGHTS
THE RESTLESS ADVENTURERS

THE ACTIVE EVOLVERS

We’ve been talking about Millennials as a whole, but when we dug deeper we realized targeting the largest generation in America based solely on their age would be a huge strategic oversight. 
Millennials can be divided into three groups: parents, non-parents, and live-with-their parents.
The live-with-their parents segment makes up 15% of the market.[16] However, they’re not the ones doing the grocery shopping.[15] Without purchasing power in the house, it’s no use targeting 
them with your resources; you’ll still have to convince mom and dad to add Ocean Spray to the grocery list. From there, our research shows that there are two remaining groups that are essential 
to zero-in on. Let us introduce you to the Restless Adventurers and the Active Evolvers.

Ocean Spray now has 
products for every time 
of day; our target just isn’t 
aware of them.

The single most important 
factor in purchasing is taste.

The Restless Adventurers are the 60% of our target that is independent, pre-maternal and post-conformal.
[16] Their child-free lifestyle means that they’re able to focus on being the best version of themselves. In order 
to make their aspirations a reality, they have to work… hard. This group eats food that adheres to their varying 
timetable.[16] There’s so much to do and nothing is allowed to slow them down. But hey, work hard, play hard, 
right? Restless Adventurers also index highest for drinking recreationally.[16] Knowing what you want and how 
to get there doesn’t mean it can’t be fun along the way.

The Active Evolvers are focused on being the best versions of themselves…but not just for themselves. 
As a parent, the remaining 40% of our target is evolving into the role of an encourager for their kids.[16] 
Ready to show off all their own and vicarious successes, they’re frequent posters on social media.[16] But 
let’s be real – being a parent is hard. Life throws punches, and the Active Evolvers just have to keep 
going. That explains why they are more likely to make spontaneous purchases.[16] A key influential factor 
in food-purchasing decisions is their children. Over half report that if their kids don’t like it, they probably 
won’t put it in their pantry.[11]

Active Evolvers and Restless Adventurers are in vastly different life stages. Having a baby flips your life from being about your desires to 
making sure your little one’s dreams come true. Parenthood is not the end of life, but a birth of a new one. Still, no matter how you spin it, 
Millennials with kids are still Millennials. Active Evolvers have the same spirit as Restless Adventurers, craving the taste of life in its fullest. The 
little moments they hold on to aren’t necessarily just a pat on the back from their boss, but include their child’s good-morning smile.  We’ll target 
our messaging to them differently, but both of these segments are looking for products that will reinvigorate their busy lives.

Millennials crave 
convenience, authenticity, 
and functionality.

For Millennials, the 
perception of being 
healthy is more important 
than health itself. 

free

limitless

independent

growingrooted

nurturing
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Ocean Spray has been a household name since 1930. In a stagnant industry, 
Ocean Spray has the chance to break away and rise above the pack because 
it has created products that resonate with the changing needs of Millennials 
and their non-stop lifestyle.

IDENTITY

Ocean Spray’s products are right up a Millennial’s alley because they’re quick, 
tart, natural, and on-the-go. Their beverages aren’t defined by a time of day the 
way most juices are, and their snack options can fit into a Millennial’s chaotic 
day from beginning to end.

BRAND DEFINING IDEA

Ocean Spray is the brand that exists to complement your journey from 
sunup to sundown to sunup again, giving you your moment to refresh. 

SINGLE PURPOSE

Ambitious
Genuine
Spirited

PERSONALITY

SUMMARY OF ISSUE
Ocean Spray means cranberries, but beyond that, the brand doesn’t have a clear place in 
the minds of Millennials. Orange juice is for mornings, raisins are for your kid’s lunch box, but 
when is the right time for cranberries? It’s used as a drink mixer, sickness remedy, and during 
Thanksgiving, but the occasions for use are limited to that predefined bubble.[15] 

Trying to live in different industries, aisles, times of day, and packages adds to the challenge of 
finding a home in the Active Evolvers’ and Restless Adventurers’ competitve set.

OCEAN SPRAY AS A SOLUTION
TAGLINE

MANIFESTO

Ocean Spray is not a product brand. It’s a lifestyle brand. Burst out of what you used to think 
about cranberries, because there’s not one exclusive place for Ocean Spray to fit into your day. 
It’s your partner to refresh anytime.

Refreshing was the word that kept coming up again and again in our qualitative research. 
Ocean Spray has refreshed its product line to fit into all the moments the target is refreshing 
with, from taste-moments to lifestyle-moments.

 You’re both looking for a refresh in your routine, and we’re here to make that happen. 

CREATIVE BRIEF

STRATEGY

Is a call-to-action that invites consumers to enjoy the authentic, tart, 
refreshing taste of Ocean Spray’s extensive product line.

Acknowledges the health benefits that keep Restless Adventurers 
and Active Evolvers energized and recharged.

Revitalizes the brand to reflect the present-day needs of Millennials, 
while still preserving the authenticity of its heritage.

Reinforces there is no better time than now to enjoy a refreshing 
moment with Ocean Spray, without slowing down.

Is the brand defining idea that highlights Ocean Spray as a lifestyle 
brand, granting ownership of a more authentic, convenient, healthy, 
and tasty way to refresh throughout the entire day.

Millennials want it all and they aren’t going to stop until they get it. Ocean Spray reminds them 
they don’t have to. Their products don’t adhere to morning or night because Millennials don’t 
have a set routine; they have to be ready for whatever the day brings. The anytime companion, 
Ocean Spray is a reprieve and a partner for the moments that enliven their day.
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TASTE 
refreshing taste you can enjoy now and at any time

HEALTH 
health benefits that refresh your body at a moment’s notice

HERITAGE 
refreshing Ocean Spray’s heritage to exist in the now

CONCEPT TESTING PRODUCT RECOMMENDATIONS
When it comes to our strategy, we’re sure. Not only is it heavily supported by research, but 
we also tested this tagline with over 60 respondents.[18] Their feedback was overwhelmingly 
positive. 

According to our survey results, the top five preferred beverages for the target are bottled 
water, pressed juice, juice, sparkling beverages, and flavored water.[18] 
Ocean Spray already offers these products: cranberry juice, sparkling juice, Mocktails, and 
Pact®, a new take on flavored water. Focusing on these is a no-brainer.

Restless Adventurers will love these for their 
functionality. They can throw them in their 
work bag to eat whenever hunger strikes, 
whether it be at 10 AM, 3 PM, and even when 
they’re still stuck in the office at 8 PM. When 
they go out for their next adventure, there 
will be moments in the journey where they 
will need the pick-me-up of a sparkling juice 
or a handful of trail mix.

The same products appeal to Active Evolvers, 
but just for different reasons. Parents say that 
one of the most important things about food 
is that it appeals to their kids.[11] It’s important 
that their food doesn’t spill in their diaper 
bag, will get them through another hour of 
tummy time, and that they can share it with 
little Timmy.

Whether they’re with their kids or fueling their busy lives, Ocean Spray can be there anytime.

As for snacking convenience, emphasizing Craisins®, Fruit Clusters, and Trail Mix is the way to 
go. Our pantry visits found that these products are already being used in Millennial homes,  but 
they’re just not necessarily from Ocean Spray’s brand. Additionally, Ocean Spray’s products are 
not only tasty and transportable, but they’re resealable too.

Now modernizes the brand. This trusted 
brand has been around for almost a century, 
but it’s ever present today, too. It emphasizes 
that Ocean Spray’s products are ready for 
any weather, any occasion, any place. “Now” 
insinuates a call to action.

Refreshing is the most important idea for our 
audience and for Ocean Spray. It encompasses 
the target’s need for revitalizing taste and 
moments. It captures how Ocean Spray is 
refreshing itself with their new product line.

“It brings about a sense of realization.”[18]

“It’s more familiar… it has a ring to it.”[18]

“It feels personal.”[18]

“‘Now’ evokes a sense of urgency and surprise, like, “Wow! THAT’S refreshing!”[18]

“The word ‘Now’ has the connotation of showing newness and being updated.”[18]

“Now that’s refreshing. That’s Ocean Spray.” aligns with who Ocean 
Spray has always been, because it fits perfectly into their already 
established pillars.
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CREATIVE BRAND ANTHEM

PRE-ROLLS

WORK-DAY REFRESH
In this spot, we show you how Ocean Spray is your partner when you’re in a rush, and it may just be there for that refreshing moment when you find 
a spark of attraction you weren’t expecting. Now watch it for yourself at https://vimeo.com/261067821 with the password refreshing.

MOVING REFRESH
The chaos of everything changing can be overwhelming. Amidst the pressures of starting over, we are reminded that sometimes the most refreshing 
moments in life are the ones that stay the same. 

Staying true to the campaign’s spirited and genuine tone, our brand anthem reminds us that 
Millennials are constantly hustling, and it shows how Ocean Spray will be there in the refreshing 
moments that make all the hard work worth it. 

This target doesn’t have time to be interrupted. Our 15-second pre-rolls will fit seamlessly into their digital viewing to build brand equity and encourage trial.

Our three pre-rolls highlight the target’s ambitious lifestyles and show how Ocean Spray can be there for their moments to refresh. Whether it’s rushing to a work meeting, moving into a new 
home or packing your child’s lunch, Ocean Spray is there now to make those refreshing moments just a little bit brighter.

LUNCHBOX REFRESH
Growing up is hard, especially in kindergarten. Being away from home can be tough, but there’s nothing more refreshing than knowing mom’s always 
thinking about you.

https://vimeo.com/261067821
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PROMOTIONS

MISSION

PURPOSE

HOW IT WORKS

NOT LIMITED BY GEOGRAPHY

CRANFEST GEOFILTER

CRANFEST DIGITAL AD

OBJECTIVES
1.   Boost product awareness and brand equity through interactive experiences     
      and sampling.

CRANFEST

• Boost brand equity through consumer interaction
• Encourage sampling and product trial
• Increase brand awareness

EXPERIENCE THE PILLARS

From June to August, CranFest, a pop-up festival, will 
travel the nation, refreshing the target’s summer and 
showing how Ocean Spray has refreshed itself as a brand.

CranFest is a refreshing take on an outdoor festival, featuring live DJs and local performers. 
Every hour, there will be a “Countdown to Refresh” where visitors can watch their favorite local 
acts. Our family-friendly setup will include activities such as a Bog Ball Pit, cranberry skee-ball 
and refreshing cranberry snow cones. The Bog Squad (brand ambassadors) will run the festival, 
engaging with visitors and handing out samples, such as chilled Mocktails.

Can’t make it to the party? Not a problem! CranFest will live online. A microsite will allow 
people to experience photos, videos, and a virtual tour of the event. The site will also track the 
festival’s next stops.

CranFest will pop-up in locations with the highest concentration of our target, starting in New 
York City and ending in San Diego. These pop-up parties will visit different refreshing locations, 
such as parks and beaches. Taking place on Saturday, CranFest gives Active Evolvers and 
Restless Adventurers a moment to refresh from their busy week. To get the word out, local 
musicians and artists who are performing will serve as micro-influencers to generate social 
media buzz. Media kits will also be distributed beforehand.

2.   Increase household penetration by incentivizing trial and showing various   
      refreshing occasions for use.
3.   Build a relationship with consumers and emphasize the brand’s authenticity.

A geofilter will further promote CranFest by 
encouraging visitors to share their festival 
experience on social media.  Our colorful 
geofilter will run at CranFest locations.

A “Countdown to Refresh” clock will promote 
CranFest by counting down to the event and 
showcasing the upcoming location it will be 
traveling to. Upon clicking, the banner ad will 
take you to the CranFest microsite where users 
can learn more exciting details.
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REFRESH YOUR SETS REFRESH NOW FOR THE FUTURE
RESTLESS ADVENTURERS WITH ANYTIME FITNESS ESPECIALLY FOR ACTIVE EVOLVERS

MISSION PURPOSE

HOW IT WORKS

•  Grow brand equity
•  Increase awareness of products
•  Encourage product trial

A partnership with Anytime Fitness will run during 
the month of January to parallel the “New Year, New 
Me” mindset and capture the momentum of Restless 
Adventurers.

When Millennials sign up for an Anytime Fitness gym 
membership, they will get some fresh merchandise:

Branded vending machines will be placed in 
the targeted Anytime Fitness locations. Each 
vending machine will have Ocean Spray’s 
antioxidant-packed products, such as Pact®. 
This gives gym-goers a convenient way to 
boost their energy and immunity, reinforcing 
how Ocean Spray holds true to the value of 
health.

•  Branded Ocean Spray duffel and workout gear
•  Samples of Ocean Spray products

These welcome packages will incentivize the target 
to sign up and grow brand equity for Ocean Spray.

As participants sign up, we will collect their 
emails for future coupon offerings. Paired with 
the vending machines, these coupons will 
grow trial and increase household penetration. 

WHY ANYTIME FITNESS?
This gym values health, targets Millennials, and aims to fit into the busy patterns of our target’s 
day. Anytime Fitness has flexible 24 hour locations, and Ocean Spray’s energizing products are 
available for each of those hours. Anytime really means anytime.

To raise awareness of this promotion, Refresh Your Sets will be promoted on Facebook.

MISSION PURPOSE

HOW IT WORKS

• Incentivize trial 
• Increase household penetration 
• Grow brand equity
• Showcase Ocean Spray’s values

To highlight Ocean Spray’s authenticity, Active Evolvers 
have the opportunity to enter a sweepstakes to win a 
college tuition for their little one during the back-to-
school months. Ocean Spray displays in the back-to-
school section of the grocery store will promote the 
sweepstakes and generate trial.

During the back-to-school frenzy, displays will encourage Active Evolvers to refresh their 
child’s lunch box with an Ocean Spray product that always stays true to their promise of 
taste. 

Special codes will accompany products for buyers to enter into a microsite. The more Ocean 
Spray products bought, the more chances to win a secured future for their youngster. Just as 
Ocean Spray looks to the future to revamp their brand, the company is encouraging Active 
Evolvers to do the same for their child’s future.
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POINT OF 
PURCHASE

SHELF TALKERS
MORE LIKE SHELF SWITCHERS

HOW IT WORKS
Eye-catching shelf talkers will be placed in the aisles next to Ocean Spray’s new, lower-
awareness products. In addition to promoting trial, they’ll show how Ocean Spray has refreshed 
its brand to offer a wider variety of convenient products. These shelf talkers will encourage 
spontaneous purchasing, emphasizing how Ocean Spray can fit into your schedule anytime.

FLOOR STICKERS

MISSION
• Increase household penetration
• Increase purchase frequency of Ocean Spray products
• Increase product awareness

MISSION
• Increase household penetration
• Increase product awareness
• Promote brand switching

REMINDERS TO REFRESH

PURPOSE
Floor stickers will be placed in sections of the grocery store with complementary goods to 
Ocean Spray products to increase awareness and encourage trial.

PURPOSE
Survey results, interviews, and pantry visits confirmed that our target enjoys the types of 
products Ocean Spray offers, but they don’t know Ocean Spray makes them.[15, 18] Shelf talkers 
will inform shoppers of the brand’s product variety to fit into their snacking lifestyle and 
encourage brand switching.

HOW IT WORKS
As shoppers check off their grocery list, floor stickers will remind them to add Ocean Spray to 
their cart to refresh the foods they are already eating. Our research confirms that our target is 
adventurous with their cooking, and Ocean Spray helps them add a dash of refreshing taste to 
their typical grocery routine. [10, 15] 

Whether it’s spicing up a salad with Craisins® or throwing some Fruit Clusters in yogurt, Ocean 
Spray products can partner with snacks and beverages anytime to keep the target moving.

YOGURT AISLE

PRODUCE AISLE

SNACK AISLE
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STRATEGY
It’s a big world out there with a range of people in different living situations, 
life stages, and demographics. Our campaign is designed for Millennials, and 
we want to make sure we are where they are. To optimize placement of POP 
materials, the location of our pop-up parties, and digital media placement, we 
will use Esri Arc Geographic Information System (GIS) to identify the areas 
with the highest population and density of Restless Adventurers and Active 
Evolvers. This will minimize wasted coverage while maximizing reach and ROI.

HERE’S HOW IT WORKS
POP materials will appear in the top 4,000 zip codes with the highest 
concentration of Active Evolvers and Restless Adventurers.  This precise 
strategy allows us to target only 9.6% of all U.S. zip codes, but capture 52.3% 
of the target market. Not only will we be reaching over 26 million 24-34 year 
olds, but we will also be reducing wasted coverage in the process. No reason 
to market to an area where our target doesn’t live.

With Esri Arc GIS, it’s a small world after all.

PURPOSE
Increase brand engagement and establish a relatable personality by inviting Millennials to 
interact with Ocean Spray’s refreshing moments.

STRATEGY
The hashtag #NowThatsRefreshing creates a 
conversation between Ocean Spray and the target by 
encouraging users to share daily refreshing moments. 
Ocean Spray will tweet their own refreshing moments 
and engage with user-generated content. 

The Millennial generation uses social media for hours upon hours everyday, but they don’t post 
the same things on Facebook as they do on Twitter.[12] These sites have different voices. We 
recognize this and have developed different avenues for each platform, while still centering 
on the same strategy.

In this example, zip code 22207 has a concentration of only 12% of the target. 
Right next door, in zip code 22201, there is a concentration of 46%. Using this 
strategy, zip code 22201 will be exposed to our POP materials, but zip code 
22207 will not.

RETAIL MICRO-TARGETING

Zip Code 
22207

Zip Code 
22201

ARLINGTON, VA

46%
of Target

12%
of Target

OBJECTIVES
1.   Establish a confident, authentic, and witty voice that resonates with the   
      ambitious Millennial.
2.   Create appropriate content unique to each platform and segment.

3.   Increase Ocean Spray’s following and brand engagement with candid visuals  
      and refreshing representations of various Millennial lifestyles. 

SOCIAL MEDIA

TWITTER
REFRESH WITH RELATABILITY
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PURPOSE
Instagram stories will increase brand engagement, drive 
purchase behavior, and boost traffic to Ocean Spray’s website.

STRATEGY
While Millennials live hectic lives, Ocean Spray is there for their 
moments of rest. Instagram stories will serve as the refresher 
Millennials need to survive their busy days. Using the poll 
feature, Ocean Spray’s stories will ask users to choose products 
for different moments throughout the day, encouraging user 
engagement. Millennials can easily access the recipe links by 
using the “swipe up” function.

INSTAGRAM STORIES

PURPOSE
PURPOSE

Increase familiarity of Ocean Spray’s low awareness products 
and create a cohesive profile aesthetic.

Display the variety and functionality of Ocean Spray’s product line by showing various 
occasions for use.STRATEGY

Not only will we feature the natural beauty of cranberries, but 
we will also show how these products organically fit into a 
Millennial’s lifestyle. Ocean Spray’s Instagram feed will showcase 
the wide variety of products by using visuals that highlight 
health benefits, rich heritage, and ownable taste. 

INSTAGRAM
AN AUTHENTIC FEED

OCEAN SPRAY ANYTIME SPONSORED CAROUSEL AD

PURPOSE
To highlight the variety of products and occasions for use, 
microinfluencers will provide an authentic, friendly voice. 

HOW IT WORKS
Micro-influencers, hand-picked people with high social media 
engagement, will use the hashtag #NowThatsRefreshing to 
post photos that tie in Ocean Spray products to the moments 
they refresh with. Whether it’s exercise, music, or parenthood, 
these posts show how Ocean Spray can fit into various lifestyles. 

MICRO-INFLUENCERS

FACEBOOK

STRATEGY
Through a short series of connected videos, our carousel ad emphasizes how Ocean 
Spray products fit into different scenarios throughout the day. The sequence will 
showcase Ocean Spray’s versatility and convenience as the target transitions through 
various moments. Viewers can purchase the products seen in the ad by using click-
through links to Instacart, an app that allows users to purchase groceries through 
online delivery.

Watch our Restless Adventurer refresh his entire day with Ocean Spray at 
https://vimeo.com/261066478 with password refreshing. 

Experience an Instagram story for yourself at
https://vimeo.com/261062999 with password refreshing. 

https://vimeo.com/261066478
https://vimeo.com/261062999
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DIGITAL

PURPOSE

PURPOSE

PURPOSE

Subtly integrate Ocean Spray into the everyday lives of Restless Adventurers by 
complementing their refreshing moments through the universal language of music.

Demonstrate Ocean Spray’s versatility by showcasing the different times of day their 
products can be consumed.

By providing a simple series of appealing visuals accompanied by straightforward wording, 
this banner ad will reinforce the pillars that Ocean Spray prides itself on.

STRATEGY

STRATEGY

STRATEGY

A personalized playlist generator will ask users, “How are you refreshing now?”. Listeners 
can choose from options like exercising, cooking, or celebrating. The generator will choose 
a pre-existing Spotify playlist that coincides with the moment they are choosing to refresh. 
To unlock the playlist and 30 minutes of ad-free listening, users will hear an Ocean Spray ad 
that corresponds with their activity of choice.  Since 85% of Millennials are more likely to buy 
something if it is tailored to their interests, the refreshment will continue all the way to the 
grocery store.[14] 

As a snacking generation, Restless Adventurers and Active Evolvers often find themselves 
refreshing with snacks throughout the day. This series of digital ads will reveal there is a 
healthier, tasty alternative to refresh your snacking routine.

This dynamic banner ad will flash three images that 
emphasize how the brand’s new “refresh” ties to the 
age-old pillars. Ocean Spray’s ownable taste, rich 
heritage, and undeniable health benefits will each get 
their moment to enjoy the limelight. 

SPOTIFY

BANNER ADS

REFRESH WITH THE THREE PILLARS

REFRESH YOUR PLAYLIST

OBJECTIVE
Through the use of contextually relevant ads, Ocean Spray will be seamlessly 
incorporated into the content that Restless Adventurers and Active Evolvers already 
consume.

See these pillars come into the modern light at 
https://vimeo.com/260872223 with password 
refreshing.

https://vimeo.com/260872223
https://vimeo.com/260872223 
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MEDIA

OBJECTIVES
1.   Optimize reach to 52.3% with a frequency cap between two and four.

2.   Create a digital media mix that generates over 350 million target impressions.

3.   Allocate budget based on lifestyle segments to reach the highest concentration
      of Restless Adventurers and Active Evolvers.

4.   Limit media spend to $3.75 million if given a budget of $5 million and not    
      exceed $8.2 million if given a budget of $10 million.

STRATEGIES

NCC MEDIA

CLEARSTREAM

1.   Utilize a pulsing schedule in conjunction with “always-on” social and search       
     partners to ensure not only sufficient frequency during “on months,” but also  
     establish a constant presence throughout the campaign.

In a target full of cord-cutters, digital is the new way that people are consuming their cable 
television shows. With NCC Media, we can match their desire for traditional content on the 
platforms they are actually using to consume television. Here are six markets we are running in 
for their high BDI and high population:

TACTICS
Our digital media buys are based on our target’s diverse, on-the-go lifestyle. Reaching this 
target demands agile media partners who can easily adjust at a moment’s notice. To reintroduce 
Ocean Spray to Millennials, our video partners will aggressively open the campaign in the first 
flight with the intention of boosting awareness.

Utilizing the natural momentum of the holiday season in the second flight, we will ensure 
emphasis across platforms and through in-store promotions that encourage trial of Ocean 
Spray’s vast product line.

The final flight will highlight their striking, fitting, cost-effective inventory to heavily target the 
most responsive audiences and drive greater trial.

2.   Use key variables such as site content, family structure, and keywords to build  
      out accurate audience profiles used to focus spending and serve contextually    
      relevant content.

We will utilize media partners who have as much hustle as our target. Programmatic is the 
way to go to make sure that we can actively: 

DIGITAL PLAN
PROGRAMMATIC PARTNERS

PHILADELPHIA
TAMPA
ATLANTA
SEATTLE
PORTLAND
MIAMI

Partnering with us, NCC Media can bid on ad placements during programming that our 
audience is consuming, decreasing wasted coverage and costs. 

NCC captures how viewers are consuming media. Whether it be national or spot advertising, 
video on demand or digital streaming, we’re able to ensure that we reach our target market.

1.   Use performance data.
2.   Tailor messaging to resonate with specific audiences.
3.   Prioritize exposure and efficiency with the use of real time bidding.

Clearstream’s top notch analytics can detect and understand content, ensuring contextually 
relevant ad placements are served to the correct audience, which has been shown to boost 
recall by up to 50%.[19]

Clearstream perfectly complements NCC’s cable content. With their context-driven analytics 
tools and their inventory, they are the additional layer that the campaign needs to ensure 
efficiency and coverage most everywhere our target consumes video digitally.
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THE EXCHANGE LAB IBOTTA

THE TRADE DESK SPOTIFY

SOCIAL

SEARCH

When it comes to serving display ads, limiting yourself to one vendor’s DSP can make or break 
your campaign. With The Exchange Lab, we can leverage their partnerships with multiple DSPs 
to serve ads from an expansive inventory with impressive data to narrow the target down into 
specific audiences that engage more frequently with certain messaging.

Huge in popularity, Ibotta is the 16th most frequently used app in the U.S.[5] Our target over-
indexes for using mobile couponing apps (particularly the Active Evolvers, who index at 138).
[16] This, along with the fact that female Active Evolvers make up the largest Ibotta audience, 
make it a perfect fit. It gives us the opportunity to generate trial without cheapening the brand, 
while gaining rich information about purchasing behavior. 

The Trade Desk offers the ability to serve cross-device rich media units, while accessing a wide 
array of inventory from dozens of partners. Their partnerships with data industry leaders such 
as ShareThis (whose prolific network of audience sharing data is unmatched) and Grapeshot 
(whose ability to understand context in conversation across billions of digital media sources) 
will take our campaign to the next level.

Spotify’s customization capabilities and target penetration is unparalleled in the digital 
streaming category. Listeners are better able to recall ads and associate sponsorship
with brands, resulting in a significantly higher awareness and retention rate than other digital 
streaming services. The music streaming app expertly combines first-party and third-party data 
providers. What’s more, 30% of Spotify users purchase all the household’s groceries.[17]

With over 93% of our target audience actively using social media and 82% of 
25-34 year olds having purchased a product after seeing a brand’s post, existing 
in an always-on capacity to supplement our flighting schedule is essential for 
our ads living where our audience lives.[3]

A portion of our budget will go towards Google AdWords during the entirety 
of the campaign to maintain a presence in a search engine-reliant world. 
Additionally, we will purchase placements on YouTube, which will play our 
6-second bumpers, 15-second pre-rolls, and brand anthem. A CPC strategy 
ensures that we do not pay for any ads that our target doesn’t engage with.

NETWORK PARTNERS
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BUDGET
$5 MILLION
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BUDGET
$10 MILLION
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EXTRA $5 
MILLION
Why stop there? By doubling our funds, we will reach even more Active Evolvers and Restless 
Adventurers in targeted zip codes. With this increased budget, we give Ocean Spray the 
opportunity to:

1.    Implement creatively-placed Walmart displays.

2.    Partner with Uber.

3.    Fuse our second and third flight to ensure a constant presence in the second half of the campaign.

4.    Introduce our content on Hulu.

5.    Increase spending across all partners.

6.    Implement Snapchat lenses nationally for 24 hours during the first flight and at the beginning and  
       middle of the second flight.

Additional money will result in an increase of nearly 170 million more impressions, an increase 
in the frequency from 2-4 to 3-5, and an increase in the NCC coverage to three new markets 
(Baltimore, Orlando, and Los Angeles).

WALMART DISPLAYS

REFRESH YOUR RIDE:
PARTNERSHIP WITH UBER

SNAPCHAT LENS
NOT WHERE YOU THINK, BUT WHERE YOU NEED

TURNING AN EVERYDAY RIDE INTO A JOYRIDE

MISSION
• Increase household penetration 
• Increase brand awareness

HOW IT WORKS

HOW IT WORKS

HOW IT WORKSWhether it be Pact® in the fitness section 
or chocolate-covered Craisins® in the 
video game section, these displays will 
easily partner Ocean Spray’s refreshing 
products with the activities that refresh the 
lifestyles of Active Evolvers and Restless 
Adventurers.

MISSION

MISSION

Uber drivers are all after a 5-star rating, but they have to convince their passengers they 
deserve it. Through the universal language of snacks, they’ll earn it. Ocean Spray will provide 
Uber drivers in targeted zip codes with products to refresh Restless Adventurers’ commutes. 
It brightens the everyday necessity of getting from one moment to another. Not only does this 
benefit the drivers and the riders, but Ocean Spray scores too. It’s a win-win-win.

With 69.3% of Millennials using the app once a day or 
more, Snapchat is an excellent opportunity to garner 
a massive amount of impressions in 24 hours.[21] Lenses 
increase brand awareness 3x more than other mobile 
tactics and purchase intent is 2x higher.[1] This Snapchat 
lens transforms users into a sunnier version of themselves, 
while wearing hip sunglassess and sipping a Mocktail.

PURPOSE

PURPOSE

PURPOSE

• Increase trial
• Increase product awareness
• Increase ratings all around

• Build brand equity
• Increase brand awareness during three highlighted days:

Since Walmart offers so much more than 
just groceries, displays will be placed in 
complementary, non-grocery aisles at 
targeted Walmarts. Walmart accounts for 
33% of Ocean Spray sales and Millennials love 
its ubiquity, low prices, and convenience.[20] 
It’s the perfect fit.

In order to grow awareness, trial, and build brand 
equity, Ocean Spray will partner with Uber as a 
way to help drivers and riders refresh their rides. 

To build brand equity and increase awareness nationally, 
Ocean Spray will use a Snapchat lens to join a typical day 
in the Millennial life. 

•  Summer: Refresh your Summer (June 1)
•  Holidays: National Cranberry Day (November 23)
•  New Year’s: Refresh your New Year (January 1)
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Our objectives were to increase brand equity and household penetration of Ocean Spray 
among Millennials. This brand refresh is a dynamic campaign that revitalizes the brand’s identity 
by showing our target that Ocean Spray is an evolver, ready to accompany any Millennial on 
their next adventure. We know this campaign will be a hit, and this is how we’ll prove it:

EVALUATION SYSTEMS:

MEDIA PLATFORM MEASUREMENTS

Nielsen Vizu will assess desktop and mobile platforms to help us compare brand 
awareness in both those who’ve been exposed to the campaign and those who 
have not. Since the studies are happening during each flight of the campaign, we 
will use the feedback to optimize our methods accordingly.

Nielsen Catalina Solutions (NCS) measures brand loyalty and retail sales by 
assessing in-store and purchasing data. This helps us see exactly what our target is 
buying. We can see how our campaign is contributing to sales and how our target 
is changing their purchasing behavior. After providing a mid-flight sales read, NCS 
will complete an annual sales study that will allow us to give the campaign a few 
touch-ups if need be.

Integral Ad Sciences (IAS) moves beyond simply serving ads to measure how long 
our audience actually engages with an ad, giving us information we need to see 
if our creative is resonating with our audiences. We can then adjust our creative 
and targeting accordingly to make sure that we are developing content our target 
engages with. We will be running IAS with all available partners for the duration of 
the campaign.

Not every web page should be serving our ads. In an age of increasingly pervasive 
violent content and fake news, brand safety is more important than ever. To keep 
our brand family-friendly, we will also use IAS to limit site exposure, including 
blocking hard news and adult content web pages.

Just as Ocean Spray has changed, so has the world around it. Due to external events, it may 
be that some of our messaging will need to change on the fly, especially in social media. 
Each media platform details their own KPI measurements so that we can constantly gauge 
performance. When the world changes, we’re ready for it.

 “Engagement Rate”
 - Clicks    - Shares
 - Likes          - Active followers 
 - Mentions    - Profile visits

- Completion Rate
- CTR 
- Pace of Ad Serving

• Snap Filters 
    - Uses   - Views
• Snap Lenses
 - Play   - Reach
 - Uses   - Views 

- CTR 
- engagement time 
- Pace of ad serving

- Cost Per Action 
- Cost Per Purchase

NCC      Clearstream

The Trade Desk The Exchange Lab

CAMPAIGN 
EVALUATION

BIBLIOGRAPHY URL LINK 

We can back all our research and strategy with cold, hard facts. Check them out 
at http://bit.ly/Team337Bibliography with password refreshing.

http://bit.ly/Team337Bibliography
http://bit.ly/Team-337Bib 

